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Abstract: Gain, spontaneous emission, and reflectance play important roles in setting the spectral
output of homogeneously broadened lasers, such as semiconductor diode lasers. This paper provides
a restricted-in-scope review of the steady-state spectral properties of semiconductor diode lasers.
Analytic but transcendental solutions for a simplified set of equations for propagation of modes
through a homogeneously broadened gain section are used to create a Fabry–Pérot model of a diode
laser. This homogeneously broadened Fabry–Pérot model is used to explain the spectral output of
diode lasers without the need for guiding-enhanced capture of spontaneous emission, population
beating, or non-linear interactions. It is shown that the amount of spontaneous emission and resonant
enhancement of the reflectance-gain (RG) product as embodied in the presented model explains the
observed spectral output. The resonant enhancement is caused by intentional and unintentional
internal scattering and external feedback.
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1. Introduction

Gain is recognized as important in the operation of lasers, but gain is only one of the
trio of gain, spontaneous emission, and reflectance that are important in the operation of
lasers. This paper is a limited-in-scope review of the spectral output of homogeneously
broadened semiconductor lasers. The review is limited to work on the spectral properties
that the author was involved with. This work showed that the spectral output of a diode
laser could be explained based on the reflectance-gain (RG) product and spontaneous
emission as incorporated in a homogeneously broadened Fabry–Pérot model of a diode
laser. It was not necessary to include population beating, non-linear interactions, or guiding-
enhanced capture of spontaneous emission to explain the steady-state spectral output.

A simplified rate equation (or toy model) approach is used to describe the inter-
action of light and matter in a homogeneously broadened gain medium. Analytic but
transcendental solutions for the single-pass gain and for the amplified spontaneous emis-
sion are presented for the coupled non-linear rate equations. These solutions are used
in a Fabry–Pérot model of the output of a laser to understand the spectral output of
homogeneously broadened lasers.

It is shown that the spectral output depends critically on the RG product and the
amount of amplified spontaneous emission. The development of the mode sum/minimum
method to estimate gain from spectrally resolved measurements is briefly mentioned. The
effects of optical feedback and the effects of perturbations of the RG product by internal
scattering centres on the steady-state spectral output are reviewed.

Rate equations, which typically are first order differential equations that keep track
of populations and field intensities, are accurate descriptions of the amplification of light
and saturation of populations provided that the dephasing caused by scattering or other
processes is substantially faster than the natural relaxation rates of the interaction of light
and matter ([1], Chapter 6).

III–V semiconductor lasers are thought to be homogeneously broadened. The intra-
band relaxation time for carriers is of the order of 100 femtoseconds, which is the character-
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istic time for carriers to relax to an equilibrium distribution; the short time scale suggests
that the quasi-Fermi level approximation is valid.

T. Mukai, K. Inoue, and T. Saitoh performed pump-probe measurements on 1.5 µm In-
GaAsP travelling-wave semiconductor amplifiers [2]. They used a strong saturating signal
on one wavelength and measured the gain on a weak probe as a function of wavelength.
They found that the gain saturated homogeneously—that is, the gain saturated as

g(ν) =
go(ν) S

S +
∫

g(ν) I(ν)dν
(1)

where g(ν) is the gain at optical frequency ν, go(ν) is the gain for input of a weak saturating
signal,

∫
g(ν) I(ν) dν is a weighted integral of the field intensity over all optical frequencies,

and S is the saturation intensity.
M. P. Kesler and E. P. Ippen studied gain dynamics in AlGaAs diode amplifiers using

100 femtosecond optical pulses in a pump-probe set-up and found no evidence of spectral
hole burning [3]. A two component recovery process with time constants of ≈300 fs and
1.5 ps was observed. The faster process was postulated to be electron-hole thermalization
and the slower process was postulated to be thermalization with the lattice.

E. O. Göbel et al. performed time and spectrally resolved measurements on an optically
pumped AlxGa1−xAs/GaAs double quantum well laser and found results that could be
explained by homogeneous gain saturation [4]. At the highest pumping level, the entire
spectral range, including the spontaneous emission, decayed with a time constant of≈70 ps,
indicating that all carriers relax quickly to maintain a thermal distribution and recombine
through the lasing channel. The researchers reported that no evidence of spectral hole
burning was found.

E.I. Gordon, in his 1964 paper “Optical maser oscillators and noise” [5], noted that

“In an optical maser, gain saturation arises almost entirely from depletion of the popula-
tion inversion, rather than from any nonlinearity in the stimulated emission process. To
a very high degree, the output waveform is sinusoidal and the saturation depends only
upon the time average power, the average extending over a time long compared to the
period of the optical waveform, but short compared to any relaxation mechanism or pump
rate.” ([5], p. 509).

Presumably Gordon pointed this out to contrast with the non-linear saturation re-
quired in a Van der Pol oscillator. The operation of a Van der Pol oscillator likely would
have been understood by one of the target audiences of Gordon’s publication. Gordon
derived, using a transmission line formalism, a Fabry–Pérot model of the spectral output
of a laser. The work reported in [6,7] was influenced by Gordon’s publication.

In my experience, the spectral output of diode lasers can be explained, for the most
part, by a homogeneously saturated Fabry–Pérot model, without the need to invoke non-
linear mechanisms to explain deviations of the spectral envelope from smooth or without
the need to invoke enhanced capture of spontaneous emission. The spectral output is set by
the RG product and the amount of amplified spontaneous emission. Small perturbations
in the reflectance, whether caused by internal reflections or scattering, or intentional or
unintended external feedback, can have large effects on the steady-state spectral output.

The intent of this paper is to demonstrate this through a limited review of published
work. First analytic solutions for mode intensities for propagation through a homoge-
neously broadened gain section are presented. Next, these solutions are used to com-
plete a Fabry-P erot model of a diode laser. Finally, experimental results are presented
to demonstrate the dependence of spectral output on the RG product and amplified
spontaneous emission.

2. Homogeneously Broadened Gain

Consider a homogeneously broadened two-level system with a negligible population
in the lower level. Let N represent the pumping rate per unit length into the upper level
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and let the natural lifetime, which is the lifetime in the absence of stimulated events, of the
upper level represented by τ. Assume counter propagating beams of light I−i (z) and I+i (z)
with I−i (z) propagating in the−z direction and I+i (z) in the +z direction. Assume also that
I−i (z) and I+i (z) interact with the population inversion with a strength denoted by σi. The
subscripts ‘i’ are labels that denotes a mode, which includes a range of optical frequencies.

A rate equation for the inversion n(z) at position z is

dn(z)
dt

= N − n(z)
τ
− n(z) ∑

i
σi
(

I−i (z) + I+i (z)
)

(2)

with a steady state solution

n(z) =
N

S + ∑i σi
(

I−i (z) + I+i (z)
) . (3)

S = 1/τ is the saturation intensity; the population inversion n(z) begins to saturate
when the rate of stimulated emission is comparable to the rate of transitions owing to
spontaneous events.

Let the gain coefficient for the ith mode be represented by gi and take σi = gi. The equa-
tions can be solved analytically with σi 6= gi, see Appendix A or [7], but set σi = gi for
convenience. Assume a monomolecular recombination per unit length equal to Bi n(z)
into the optical frequency interval covered by the ith mode and assume no scattering or
absorption loss [8]. Consequences of a constant lower level population for modelling a
laser were considered in [9], and scattering loss was considered in [10]. It was found that
a constant lower level population and scattering loss caused an increase of threshold and
an increase of spontaneous emission relative to the case of no lower level population or no
scattering loss. Both of these effects can be incorporated easily by appropriate scaling, and
thus a laser model created by using the solutions of the equations retains relevance.

The assumptions above are idealizations that allow for an analytic solution. These
idealizations retain homogeneously broadened effects and can be used to create a steady-
state model that is useful for understanding the operation of a homogeneously broad-
ened laser, particularly the spectral output and the effects of feedback on the steady-state
spectral output.

Differential equations for propagation through a section of the gain medium are

± dI±m (z)
dz

=
gm N I±m (z) + β Bm N

S + ∑i gi (I−i (z) + I+i (z))
. (4)

In the differential equations of Equation (4), the explicit expression for n(z), Equation (3),
has been used. Note that the the mode index m runs over as many modes as are necessary
to describe adequately the problem. β is the spontaneous emission factor and is a number
that gives the fraction of the spontaneous emission that is captured by a mode [11]. For
convenience, β is assumed to be a constant across all modes, but, at the cost of another
subscript β, can be allowed to be mode dependant.

Exact solutions to Equation (4) are given by [7,9]

I+m (L) = Gm I+m (0) +
β Bm

gm
(Gm − 1) (5)

and
I−m (0) = Gm I−m (L) +

β Bm

gm
(Gm − 1). (6)

Gm is the single-pass gain for light in the mth mode and for propagation in either the
‘+’ or ‘−’ directions, given inputs of I+i (0) and I−i (L) and outputs I+i (L) and I−i (0), where
the index i runs over all modes and L > 0. Steps to find Equations (5) and (6), the solutions
to Equation (4), are given in Appendix A.
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These solutions were found by trial and error, with paper and pencil, and with an
unwavering belief over many pages and weeks of work that analytic solutions must exist.
The solutions, which were found in 1983, can now be found using a symbolic processor in
significantly less time that it takes to formulate the equations. Clearly it is worth the effort
to become proficient with a symbolic processor.

For propagation in the ‘+’ direction, spontaneous emission that is produced close to
z = 0 travels further through the gain section and undergoes more amplification (or loss)
than spontaneous emission that is produced close to z = L. The (Gm − 1)/gm factor takes
this into account [5]. Consider the simple case of exponential weighting of a constant BN
by distance from z = 0 to z = L:

B N
∫ L

0
exp(g N L− g N z)dz = B

exp(g N L)− 1
g

= B
G− 1

g
, (7)

which is the total amount of BN detected at z = L given an amplification of exp[gN(L− z)]
for a source of magnitude BN dz located at z. For small N, the total amount of BN detected
at z = L is BNL× (1 + gNL/2 + O(N2)).

The single-pass gain is given by

Gm = exp

[
gm
{

NL−∑i
[
I+i (L)− I+i (0) + I−i (0)− I−i (L)

]}
S− 2 ∑i β Bi

]
. (8)

Equation (8) indicates that the single-pass gain has an exponential dependence on
NL for small I±i (·) and will saturate for I±i (·) of order NL. The transcendental nature
of Equations (5) and (6) is a consequence of the delicate balance that is explicit in the
population inversion and field intensities for a homogeneously broadened medium. It
helps to remember in Equations (5), (6) and (8) that I−i (L) and I+i (0) are the inputs to the
gain section of length L and with pumping per unit length of N, and that I+i (L) and I−i (0)
are the outputs of the gain section.

3. A Simple Fabry–Pérot Laser Model

A steady-state model for the output of a laser is presented in this section. If the
expression for single-pass gain obtained in the previous section is used, then the model is a
simplified model of a homogeneously broadened laser.

It is necessary to start with the electric field to include the resonator. Consider a
monochromatic electric field E±(ν, z) where ν is the optical frequency of the electric field, z
is the location, and ± indicates the direction of travel and ignore the polarization of the
wave. The other independent polarization can be assigned to another mode and included
in this manner. Assume reflectors at z = 0 and z = L with reflectivities r0 at z = 0 and rL at
z = L. The electric field travelling in the ‘+’ at z = 0 + ε where ε is a vanishingly small
positive number is E+(ν, 0 + ε) = r0 E−(ν, 0 + ε).

At z = L− ε, the field travelling in the ‘+’ direction is
√

G exp(−i k L) E+(ν, ε) + δ+,
where δ± is the total amount of spontaneous emission added to the field in crossing the
cavity of length L in the± direction and k is the magnitude of the wave vector. At z = L− ε,
the field travelling in the ‘−’ direction is rL

(√
G exp(−i k L) E+(ν, ε) + δ+

)
. After prop-

agating E− over a distance L, the field at z = 0 + ε is r0 rL G exp(−2 i k L) E−(ν, 0 + ε) +
δ− + r0 rL

√
G exp(−i k L) δ+. In steady state, the field must reproduce itself. Thus,

E−(ν, 0 + ε) =
δ− + rL

√
G exp(−i k L)δ+

1− r0 rL G exp(−i 2 k L)
. (9)
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The detected intensity is I±(ν, z) =
〈
|E±(ν, z)|2

〉
where 〈·〉 indicates a time average

that is implicit in the detection process:

I−(ν, 0 + ε) =

〈
|δ−|2

〉
+ RL G

〈
|δ+|2

〉
+
√

RL G 〈δ− δ+∗ + δ−∗ δ+〉

(1−
√

R0 RL G)2 + 4
√

R0 RL G sin2(k L)
. (10)

In Equation (10), the time independent phase of exp(−i k L) has been absorbed into
the spontaneous emission terms δ±. The superscript ∗ means a complex conjugate.

It is tempting (and incorrect) to assume that the cross correlation 〈δ−δ+∗ + δ−∗δ+〉 = 0,
since δ± represent the spontaneous emissions in opposite directions and one could (incor-
rectly) imagine that the phases of δ− and δ+ should be uncorrelated.

G. B. Morrison pointed out in his PhD work [12] that there are two indistinguishable
paths for spontaneous emission from some point z, 0 ≤ z ≤ L, to reach an observer (take
either ‘+’ or ‘−’ directions first and it is not possible to know which path was taken), and
thus by the ‘rules’ of quantum mechanics, one must add these contributions coherently [13].
For L � λ, the coherent sum over all the multi-path contributions (δ± represent the
sums over the length of the cavity of the spontaneous emission that is emitted in the ‘±’
directions) is negligible, and the cross correlation is essentially zero.

For gain-coupled DFB lasers, the contributions are regularly spaced and the effect of
ignoring the coherent summation of contributions over indistinguishable multiple paths
can be observed in the quality of fits to data—see Figure 7 of [13]. This coherent summation
of the contributions of the spontaneous emission is probably the only quantum mechanical
consideration that is necessary to model the laser. The concepts of stimulated emission,
stimulated absorption, and spontaneous emission are explained classically [14].

The spectrally resolved output from the ‘0’ end is, then, (1− R0)× I−(ν, ε) assuming
that the transmittance of the facet at z = 0 is T0 = 1− R0. The output from the z = L facet,
(1− RL)× I+(ν, L− ε), can be found by interchange of the ‘0’ and ‘L’ subscripts and the
‘−’ and ‘+’ superscripts on the right-hand side of Equation (10).

The spectrally resolved output has peaks when sin2(k L) = 0 or when k L = q π where
q is an integer, k = 2 π nr L/λ is the magnitude of the wave vector, nr is the refractive index,
and λ is the wavelength in a vacuum. The spacing of the peaks (i.e., the free spectral range)
in Hz is given by c/(2 ng L) where ng is the group refractive index and c is the speed of
light in vacuum. In terms of wavelengths, the free spectral range is ∆λ is λ1 λ2/(2 ng L)
where λ1 and λ2 are the wavelengths of adjacent peaks.

By assuming knowledge of the product of the reflectances, R0 RL, the single-pass
gain G can be estimated as the ratio of the peak maximum to an adjacent minimum in
the spectrally resolved output, which is the Hakki–Paoli method [15]. Otherwise, it is the√

R0 RL G product that is determined from the spectrally resolved output.
The mth mode intensity, where m is some convenient label, is determined by integrat-

ing the Airy function of Equation (10) over one free spectral range [5]:

I−m =
∫ νm+c/(4 nr L)

νm−c/(4 nr L)
(1− R0)× I−(ν, ε)dν (11)

with a corresponding definition for I+m . The longitudinal mode as defined by Equation (11)
is correct in a quantum mechanical sense [16]. The longitudinal modes as defined include
all optical frequencies. νm is the frequency that gives the peak intensity for the mth mode,
i.e., the frequency for which sin(k L) = 0 for mode m.

The mth mode intensity for output from the facet at z = 0 is

I−m =
(1− R0)× β Bm × (Gm − 1)/gm × (1 + RL Gm)

1− R0 RL G2
m

. (12)

The expression for I−m was obtained by assuming the variables were constant over a
free spectral range (or mode spacing) and identifying |δ±|2 = β Bm × (Gm − 1)/gm. Bm is
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the fraction of the total amount of spontaneous emission produced with optical frequencies
that lie in the frequency interval defined by mode m, and β is a geometric factor that gives
the fraction of the spontaneous emission that is captured by the spatial mode [11].

Gm is given by Equation (8), with I+i (ε) = R0 I−i (ε) and I−i (L− ε) = R0 I+i (L− ε).
I+m = (1− RL) I+m (L− ε) and I−m = (1− R0) I−m (ε) since I±m were defined as the output
intensities and Gm requires the internal intensities at the facets. The output intensities
are not written with an explicit dependence on position (i.e., I±m ), whereas the internal
intensities are written with an explicit dependence on position (i.e., I±m (z)).

Equation (12) simplifies if R0 = RL = R since the denominator factors to (1− R Gm)×
(1 + R Gm) and the (1 + R Gm) terms in the numerator and in the denominator divide out.

The expression for I−m (and the corresponding expression for I+m ) are transcendental,
since the mode intensities appear alone on the left-hand side of Equation (12) and in the
exponential function Gm on the right hand side of Equation (12). Despite this shortcoming
and the simplifications made to derive analytic expressions, this model of a homogeneously
broadened laser is useful for understanding the operation of a diode laser.

Some Asides

Equation (12) shows that a laser is a resonate amplifier of spontaneous emission [5].
The numerator of Equation (12) is amplified spontaneous emission whereas the denomi-
nator depends on the RG product,

√
R0 RL G. A laser needs both gain and spontaneous

emission. If R0 = RL = 0, then the output is simply amplified spontaneous emission.
If Gm < 1, then the output is attenuated spontaneous emission. For Gm = 1, the gain
medium is transparent.

It is often stated that Gm = 1/
√

R0 RL. From Equation (12) it is clear that, in steady-
state operation, Gm < 1/

√
R0 RL always. However, Gm can be arbitrarily close to the limit

(as in double precision close), particularly for high pumping rates and small quantities of
spontaneous emission. What is not apparent from the equation for I−m is that the amount of
spontaneous emission affects the number of modes that contain an appreciable fraction of
the output power.

The expressions for I−m and I+m can be used to obtain the ratio of the outputs from the
two facets. For above-threshold operation, the approximation that Gm = 1/

√
R0 RL can be

used in the numerators (but not the denominators) to find the ratio of the outputs.
Equation (12) can be used to explain the dependence of the spectral output on facet

coatings [17]. It is known that a laser with high facet reflectances operates more single-
mode than the laser with low facet reflectances [18,19]. At threshold and beyond, the
single-pass gain Gm is larger for small

√
R0 RL than it is for larger

√
R0 RL. Small

√
R0 RL

corresponds to low facet reflectances. This means that the Gm − 1 term in the numerator
of Equation (12) will be larger for low facet reflectances than for high facet reflectances.
A larger Gm − 1 means more (amplified) spontaneous emission, and, all else being equal,
a homogeneously broadened laser will operate more multimode with more spontaneous
emission [17]. Unless specified otherwise, mode means the longitudinal mode.

Conventional wisdom asserts that homogeneously broadened lasers operate in single
mode. This is true to a certain degree; however, a homogeneously broadened laser with a
large numerator (i.e., a large amount of spontaneous emission) will run multimode. This
fact is used in 980 nm pump modules to decrease the noise in fibre amplifiers by using
incoherent feedback to cause multimode oscillation of a homogeneously broadened laser.
Feedback into a laser that is incoherent with the field in the laser cavity is equivalent to
increasing the amount of spontaneous emission in the laser and causes the laser to run
more multimode [20,21]. Feedback that is coherent with the field in the laser cavity is
equivalent to increasing the reflectivity of the facets [20] and makes the laser run more
single-mode than without the feedback [17].

Consider a homogeneously broadened laser with gi = (1 + i2/2000)−1 and
R0 = RL = 0.32 for all modes. At twice threshold and for a particular choice of parameters,
one finds, through simulation, that the mode at the gain peak, mode i = 0, contains 94%
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of the total output power and that the modes adjacent to the gain peak, modes i = ±1,
each contain 2% of the total power, for a side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR) of 48. For the
same choice of parameters, except that the amount of spontaneous emission was increased
by a factor of ten, mode i = 0 contains 51% of the total power, and modes ±1 contain 15%
each for a SMSR of 3.5. Let only mode 0 receive feedback of 10−5 of the intensity in the
cavity, which effectively changes RL for mode i = 0 to RL = 0.3236.

Mode i = 0 now contains 98.6% or 86.3% of the total power, for the two amounts
of spontaneous emission, with SMSRs of 538 or 48. It is the amount of spontaneous
emission and the RG product that determine the distribution of power amongst the modes.
The amount of spontaneous emission sets the sharpness of the turn-on at threshold; see
Figure 1 of [7].

The Hakki–Paoli method [15] to determine the gain of a laser is susceptible to contam-
ination by the instrument response function of the instrument used to make the necessary
spectrally resolved measurements. Equation (12) along with Equation (10) was used to
create a method to estimate the gain of a laser, the mode sum/minimum or Cassidy
method [22], which is tolerant of the spectral resolution of the instrument used to measure
the spectrally resolved output. By using the mode power, which is integrating (or sum-
ming) the spectrally resolved output over a free spectral range of the cavity, the smoothing
caused by the instrument response function is removed.

At the time, I knew that summing over independent measurements should improve
the signal-to-noise ratio (if the noise was not 1/ f noise) and that the mode sum would
not be altered significantly by the convolution inherent in the measurement process. For a
convolution, the area of a convolved function is the product of the areas of the two func-
tions ([23], p. 118). The instrument response function should remain essentially the same
over a region greater than the free spectral range of the laser cavity. Thus, the mode sum
should not be altered significantly by the convolution inherent in the measurement process.

The only concern is that the mode is not isolated, and contributions from the adjacent
modes will be included owing to the smearing (smoothing) caused by the instrument
response function. This is true for both the Hakki–Paoli and mode sum/minimum methods.
Provided that the parameters change slowly over a mode spacing, then the contributions
from adjacent modes should not be significantly different than the mode of interest and
both methods should give accurate results.

Nonlinear fitting to a convolution of Equation (12) produced low-noise estimates of the
RG product of the laser from spectrally resolved measurement but was hampered for near-
and above-threshold measurement by the broadened line shape of the Airy function [24].
The mode sum/minimum technique is not hampered by broadening of the Airy function.

Equation (8) shows that the single-pass gain is exponential for small ∑i I±i (·)/S and
saturates for large ∑i I±i (·)/S. Figure 1, which displays the measured data, shows this
behaviour. Additional examples of this exponential rise with pumping and saturation near
and above threshold are shown in [6,22] and in Figure 5 of [7]. The mode sum/minimum
technique was used to estimate the RG product from the measured spectrally resolved
output [22].

Figure 2 plots simulations of the single-pass gain and output power. The simulation
parameters were chosen to provide a visual match to the measured data of Figure 1. The
upward sloping line of Figure 2 is drawn to aid the reader. This straight line shows the
exponential rise of the single-pass gain and the saturation near threshold. The total output
power is also plotted in the figure. The single pass gain saturates at 0.9994 for this selection
of parameters. The horizontal line at RG equals unity is an asymptote that the single pass
gain cannot reach.
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Figure 1. Measured RG product and output power for a GaAs TJS laser. Note the exponential
rise and saturation near threshold of the single-pass gain, consistent with the expression for the
single pass gain, Equation (8). A better measure of threshold would be to find the intersection of
the below-threshold and above-threshold output versus pumping (LI) curves or to find the location
of the maximum of the second derivative of the LI curve. The slight difference is not material here.
Adapted from Figure 4 of [22], with the permission of AIP publishing.
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Figure 2. Simulated RG product and output power for a GaAs TJS laser. Note the exponential rise
and saturation near threshold, consistent with the expression for the single pass gain, Equation (8),
and the measured data of Figure 1.

Figure 3 shows the total power and the power in the dominant modes as a function
of current. The laser exhibits mode hopping owing to a red shift of the gain peak caused
by ohmic heating of the active region. Figure 4 shows the output of a simulation that was
matched to the data of Figure 3. The mode hopping was simulated by allowing the gain
peak to be a linear function of the pumping rate. A comparison of the two figures reveals
that the homogeneously broadened Fabry–Pérot model provides a realistic picture of the
spectral output.
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modes shown in this figure and in Figure 4. Adapted from Figure 3 of [7].
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The usual approach to modelling the output of a laser is a rate equation approach [6].
Rate equations are written for the field intensity (usually called photon density; however, I
side with the author of “Anti-Photon” [14] on this) and the population inversion. In steady
state, the two equations are solved to yield a quadratic equation relating the field intensity
and the pumping rate. There are several differences between the rate equation approach
and the Fabry–Pérot approach [6].

The Fabry–Pérot approach explicitly includes the resonator; this ensures that the
decay constant of the field intensity (i.e., ‘photon’ lifetime) is correct for small and large
facet reflectances. In the Fabry–Pérot approach, the rate equation for the field intensity is
integrated over the length of the gain section. In the rate equation approach, an infinitesimal
that describes the interaction of light and inversion is taken to describe the interaction over
the finite length L of the cavity. The rate equation approach does not allow for amplification
of the spontaneous emission. This means that the rate equation approach cannot explain
the change in spectral output for a change of facet reflectivity [17].

Owing to saturation from the homogeneous broadening, the two approaches will be
forced (similar to a negative feedback forcing) to give similar looking output [6]. The rate
equation approach gives a threshold, but the single-pass gain is linear and not exponential
as shown in Figures 1 and 2. In my opinion, a Fabry–Pérot approach to modelling a diode
laser should be preferred.

4. Spectral Output

My graduate students and I used short external cavity (SXC) lasers for trace gas
detection and spectroscopy applications. These SXC lasers were created by placing a planar
mirror or a spherical mirror behind the rear facet. In an SXC configuration, single mode
tuning in overlapping segments could be obtained. We used a 0.5-m monochromator
retrofitted with a scanning mirror oscillating at &20 Hz to monitor the spectral output of
the lasers on an oscilloscope in near realtime. The near realtime display meant that the
effects of an SXC on the spectral output could be observed and verified easily.

L.J. Bonnell calculated that a planar mirror placed ` = 160 µm from a facet returned
. 4× 10−4 of the output power into the cavity. This small amount of feedback was sufficient
to cause a laser that would normally operate multi-longitudinal mode to operate single-
longitudinal mode, with a side-mode suppression-ratio of 0.1% (−30 dB) (Figure 2 of [25]).
What was even more interesting was that this small amount of feedback caused a noticeable
periodic modulation in the below-threshold spectral output (Figures 2–4 of [26]).

We could model the below-threshold and above-threshold spectral output of a SXC
laser with a Fabry–Pérot model that included a wavelength dependant effective reflectance
of Re f f = R + (1 − R)2 τ R` + 2 (1 − R)

√
R τ R` cos(2 k `) to account for the external

cavity where R is the facet reflectance, R` is the reflectance of the external reflector a
distance ` from the facet, and τ is the coupling efficiency. The coupling efficiency τ as a
function of the angular alignment of the external cavity element was estimated by assuming
Gaussian beam propagation and measuring the far fields to determine the Gaussian beam
parameters [25].

Figure 5 plots simulations of the below-threshold spectral output for a free-running
laser (upper panel) and for a laser in an SXC. The length of the SXC, ` = 160 µm, and
(1− R)2 τ R` = 1× 10−4 were chosen to match the measurements Figure 2 of the [25] and
Figures 2–4 of the [26], which means that the phase of the feedback was adjusted to give
roughly equal powers in mode ‘0’ and mode ‘1’. The modes are numbered consecutively
with mode zero as the mode that had the maximum intensity and mode numbers increasing
with decreasing wavelength.

A line, the spectral envelope, was drawn to connect the tops of the vertical lines that
represent the intensity of the modes. The spectral envelope is smooth for the simulated
free running laser and is modulated for the SXC laser. The depth of modulation scales
with the amount of wavelength-dependent, coherent feedback; the greater the wavelength
dependant feedback, the greater the modulation of the spectral envelope.
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Figure 5. Simulations of the below-threshold spectral output for no short-external-cavity (SXC) in
the upper panel and for operation in a SXC in the lower panel. Note the modulated spectral envelope
for operation of the laser in an SXC. Above threshold, the SXC laser operated with a SMSR of −30 dB,
as shown in Figure 2 of [25]. A measured below-threshold spectral output is shown in Figures 2–4
of [26].

At the same time that L.J. Bonnell was developing SXC lasers for single mode tuning,
F.H. Peters [27] was measuring the degree of polarization (DOP) of electroluminescence
from the top of index-guided and gain-guided 1.3 µm diode lasers [28–34]. Although
the electroluminescence appeared uniform along the length of the lasers, the DOP of the
luminescence was not uniform, and Peters identified the source of the non-uniformities in
the detected DOP of luminescence as scattering.

This scattering had not previously been measured. From knowledge of the SXC
work of Bonnell, we recognized that the scattering was of a magnitude to set (through
modification of the RG product by resonate enhancement of selected modes) the spectral
output of lasers. It was found that lasers with strong, discrete, internal scattering were
more likely to operate single mode or with a strongly modulated spectral envelope than
lasers with weak, discrete, internal scattering.

Figure 6 provides an example of what was identified as a scattering centre [30].
Electroluminescence that was propagating in a direction perpendicular to the plane of
the active region, along a [001] or z direction, was detected from lasers that had the top
metal layers removed. The degree of polarization of this electroluminescence, DOPz, was
recorded, where

DOPz =
I⊥ − I‖
I⊥ + I‖

(13)

and I⊥ is light polarized perpendicular to the stripe and in the plane of the active region,
and I‖ is light that is polarized parallel to the stripe. For below-threshold operations,
DOPz ≈ 0 along the length of the stripe, as shown by the broken line in Figure 6. For
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above-threshold operation, lasers tended to show regions of large DOPz, and these regions
scaled with the output power. The direction of polarization for the perpendicular direction,
⊥, is the same as the direction of polarization for a TE lasing mode.

These regions of large DOPz for above-threshold operation were identified as scatter-
ing centres; light from the lasing TE mode was scattered into the detector for the perpen-
dicular polarization. TM light could not scatter into the parallel, ‖, direction. The solid
line in Figure 6 shows one strong scattering centre. The strength of the scattering centre
could be estimated from measurements of the output power, the DOP signal, the collection
efficiency of the DOP measurement system, and an assumption of Rayleigh scattering.
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Figure 6. DOP along the stripe of a laser, showing a strong, discrete scattering centre. Adapted with
permission from Figure 4 of [30] ©The Optical Society.

Figure 7 displays the spectral output for the device shown in Figure 6. Note the single-
mode operation and modulation of the spectral envelope for this figure. This modulation
is similar to the modulation of the spectral output for an SXC laser, an example of which is
shown in Figure 5.

×20

Figure 7. Measured spectral output of the device shown in Figure 6. Wavelength is along the abscissa
and power is along the ordinate. Adapted with permission from Figure 6 of [30] ©The Optical Society.
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Figure 8 displays a simulated spectral output using effective reflectivity to model
a scattering centre with the strength and location of the scatterer as determined from
the measurements shown in Figure 6. The match between the features of the simulation
and the measurement using experimentally determined scattering parameters for a single
scattering centre is reasonable. Both the data and simulation show single-mode operation
with modulation of the spectral envelope.

×20

Figure 8. Calculated spectral output using parameters obtained from Figure 5. Wavelength is along
the abscissa and power is along the ordinate. Adapted with permission from Figure 5 of [30] ©The
Optical Society.

Figures 9 and 10 provide another example of the fit between measured above-threshold
spectral output of a laser and the simulated spectral output that used the scattering parame-
ters obtained from DOPz measurements of the same laser. The so-called ‘double gain-peak’
behaviour is seen to arise from resonant enhancement of the RG product and not from two
distinct gain peaks.
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Figure 9. Measured spectral output of a device. Wavelength is along the abscissa and power is along
the ordinate. Adapted with permission from Figure 7 of [30] ©The Optical Society.

Figure 10. Calculated spectral output for a device with a single scattering centre. The strength and
location of the scattering centre were chosen from experimental measurements of DOPz for the laser.
Wavelength is along the abscissa and power is along the ordinate. Adapted with permission from
Figure 8 of [30] ©The Optical Society.
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In addition to explaining spectral outputs based on scattering parameters of the lasers,
the difference in spectral properties of index-guided and gain-guided lasers was explained.
Index-guided lasers tended to run more single mode than gain-guided lasers. Gain-guided
lasers have significantly larger threshold currents than index guided lasers, and this means
that gain-guided lasers have larger amounts of spontaneous emission coupled into the
modes than index guided lasers. The large amount of spontaneous emission leaves gain-
guided less susceptible to scattering centres than lower threshold index-guided lasers [33].
In addition, for the lasers that we tested, the gain-guided lasers showed less scattering than
the index guided lasers [31].

Some of the lasers that Peters examined were found to tune backwards; the lasing
mode would shift to shorter wavelengths over a limited range of current. This anomalous
tuning could be explained by the existence of multiple scattering centres and local heating
caused by absorption [34]. J.E. Hayward [35] measured and analyzed the below-threshold
and above-threshold spectral output of >30 diode lasers and was able to correlate the
above-threshold spectral output with the degree of modulation of the below-threshold
spectral envelope [36,37]. He calculated the RG product for ≈30 modes using the mode
sum/minimum technique and fitted the RG values to a smooth curve to extract a residue.

He also captured the extremes in the above-threshold output—most single-mode and
most multi-mode—over a range of currents and temperatures (from threshold to twice
threshold and from 25 ◦ C to 35 ◦ C, to sample the spectra over a range of conditions), and
computed a statistic Z to characterize the shapes of the extremes of the above-threshold
spectral output [37]. The rms value of the residue, χ, was found to be correlated with
the value of Z. Lasers with smooth below-threshold spectral envelopes operated more
multimode than lasers with modulated below-threshold spectral envelopes. The correlation
was strengthened when the amount of spontaneous emission in the modes was included
in the analysis.

Gain guided lasers had smaller residues in the below-threshold RG product than
index guided lasers and also ran more multimode with smoother above-threshold spec-
tral envelopes than index-guided lasers. Figures 11 and 12 show the RG products, the
residues, and the extremes of the above-threshold spectral output for two different lasers.
A correlation between the residue, and the above-threshold spectral output is clear from
the figures.
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Figure 11. RG product, residue, and worst case above-threshold spectral outputs for a device with
a strongly modulated spectral envelope. Adapted with permission from Figure 3 of [37] ©The
Optical Society.
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Figure 12. RG product, residue, and worst case above-threshold spectral outputs for a device with a
smooth spectral envelope. Adapted with permission from Figure 4 of [37] ©The Optical Society.

Hayward also obtained a correlation between scattering centres as measured by DOPz
and modulation of the below-threshold spectra of the lasers [38]. He calculated rms residues
of the RG product for 16 lasers for which DOPz had been measured, and correlated these
residues with the rms scattering parameter as determined by the DOPz measurements.

These two correlations, between the spectral output and the RG residue, and between
the scattering as measured by DOPz and the RG residue, support the hypothesis that the
spectral output is set by the strength and number of internal scattering centres, and that
internal scattering might dominate any effects caused by guiding-enhanced capture of
spontaneous emission, population beating, or other nonlinear process. I add that external
feedback, whether intentional or unintentional, can also affect greatly the spectral output
and along with internal scattering, should be the first or second suspect in understanding
the spectral output.

Internal scattering and coherent external feedback alter the RG product and this affects
the distribution of power amongst the modes of the laser. Items placed near the laser and
in the beam path, such as light collection lenses and rear facet monitors, are usually sources
of RG product altering external, coherent feedback.

We were thus able to explain the the steady state spectral properties of diode lasers
without reference to a gain-guiding enhanced capture of spontaneous emission, population
beating, asymmetric processes, or other non-linear phenomena. The spectral properties
could be explained adequately using a simple homogeneously saturated Fabry–Pérot
model with resonate enhancement of the RG product owing to internal scattering or
wavelength-dependent, coherent external feedback.

J. E. Hayward also performed spectrally resolved measurements on 1.3 µm InGaAsP
diode lasers that were operated in a short-external-cavity to force single-mode opera-
tion [39]. He found evidence for a symmetric, mode-dependent reduction of gain for
powers greater than 5 mW; the power in the lasing mode saturated, the power in the
adjacent modes increased, and the total power continued to increase linearly with current.
Hayward’s results are consistent with spectral hole burning and suggest, for the devices
studied, that the stimulated recombination rate by the lasing mode was competing with the
ability of charge-carrier scattering processes to maintain a thermal distribution of carriers
in the energy bands of the InGaAsP diode laser.

The observed saturation of the intensity of the lasing mode appears to arise “almost
entirely from depletion of the population inversion, rather than from any nonlinearity in the
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stimulated emission process”, as pointed out by Gordon [5] and quoted in the Introduction
of this paper, and that the “saturation depends only upon the time average power”. The
gain coefficient was altered to include a symmetric hole and this gain coefficient was used
in the expression for the single-pass gain, Equation (8), to model successfully the hole
burning [39], (Appendix B of [35]) using the Fabry–Pérot model presented in this paper.

5. Conclusions

This paper reviews, over a limited scope, work on understanding the spectral output
of semiconductor diode lasers.

Analytic solutions to a simplified set of coupled, non-linear rate equations that describe
the amplification of light for steady-state propagation through a homogeneously broadened
amplifier are given. These analytic solutions give the single-pass gain and amplified
spontaneous emission in a transcendental form and are used in a Fabry-P erot model for
the steady-state spectral output of diode lasers. It is shown that the steady-state spectral
output of diode lasers can be explained with this homogeneously-broadened Fabry–Pérot
model and that the spectral output depends critically on the reflectance-gain (RG) product
and the amount of spontaneous emission that couples into the modes.

The homogeneously-broadened Fabry–Pérot model correctly predicts exponential
single-pass gain for low pumping rates and saturation of the single-pass gain near and
above threshold. The model appears to include spontaneous emission correctly and thus
can explain the dependence of the spectral output on facet reflectance (lasers tend to run
more single mode after application of high-reflectance facet coatings and more multi-mode
after application of low-reflectance facet coatings) and the differences in the spectral output
between gain-guided and index-guided lasers (gain guided lasers tend to operate more
multi-mode than index-guided lasers).

The model was used to explain the modulated spectral envelope of diode lasers based
on scattering and wavelength-dependent feedback, rather than non-linear effects. The
existence of internal scattering centres was experimentally determined from measurements
of the degree of polarization of electroluminescence along the active region of specially
prepared lasers for above- and below-threshold operation. Parameters that characterized
the scattering were measured and used in a homogeneously broadened Fabry–Pérot model
to predict the spectral output of the lasers. The measured spectral output agreed with the
simulations of the spectral output that used the measured scattering parameters as input.

This simplified or toy model provides an understanding of the role of spontaneous
emission and the RG product in the spectral output of diode lasers. The RG product is
affected by resonant enhancement of selected modes by unintentional and intentional
effects, such as internal scattering and external coherent feedback. Coherent feedback,
whether internal to the laser as scattering centres or external to the laser, causes resonant
enhancement of selected modes, whereas incoherent feedback increases the amount of
spontaneous emission that is coupled into the modes.

Both coherent and incoherent feedback affect the steady-state spectral output of a
homogeneously broadened laser. A homogeneously broadened Fabry–Pérot model of a
laser appears to incorporate correctly the resonator, single-pass gain, and spontaneous
emission, all of which are important in understanding the spectral output of a homoge-
neously broadened laser. As such, there are strong reasons to recommend the use of a
homogeneously broadened Fabry–Pérot model of a laser for understanding operation of a
diode laser.
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Appendix A

The solutions to a set of coupled, non-linear differential equations that describe
propagation of light through an idealised homogeneously broadened gain section are
derived in this appendix. This appendix expands slightly on the Appendix of [7] and
includes some elements from [9,10].

Allow for the population saturation and growth of the field intensity to have different
interaction coefficients and allow for different pumping rates for gain and spontaneous
emission. Usually these coefficients and pumping rates are the same, but the coupled,
non-linear differential equations can be solved with different coefficients and pumping
rates. Use σ to represent the strength of the saturation between field intensity and the
population inversion. With these changes, the differential Equation (4) becomes

± d
dz

I±m (z) =
gmN I±m (z) + β Bm N

S + ∑i σi (I−i (z) + I+i (z))
. (A1)

Rewrite as

± d
dz
(

I±m (z) + cm
)
=

gmN (I±m (z) + cm)

S− 2 ∑i σi ci + ∑i σi (I−i (z) + ci + I+i (z) + ci)
(A2)

with cm = β Bm N/(gmN ), and, since cm is not a function of z, it can be added to the
argument of the derivative operator.

Clear the RHS to obtain

S− 2 ∑i σi ci + ∑i σi (I−i (z) + ci + I+i (z) + ci)

gm (I±m (z) + cm)
×±d

dz
(

I±m (z) + cm
)
= N , (A3)

which can be rewritten as

S− 2 ∑i σi ci

gm (I±m (z) + cm)
×± d

d z
(

I±m (z) + cm
)

+
∑i σi (I−i (z) + ci + I+i (z) + ci)

gm (I±m (z) + cm)
×±d

dz
(

I±m (z) + cm
)

= N .

(A4)

The first line of Equation (A4) is easily integrated from z = 0 to z = L to obtain(
S− 2 ∑

i
σi ci

)
×±

[
ln
(

I±m (L) + cm
)
− ln(I±m (0) + cm)

]
/gm. (A5)

The second line of Equation (A4) is simplified by using relations from Equation (A2):

1
gm (I+m (z) + cm)

d
dz
(

I+m (z) + cm
)
=

1
gp (I+p (z) + cp)

d
dz

(
I+p (z) + cp

)
=

−1
gq (I−q (z) + cq)

d
dz

(
I−q (z) + cq

)
,

(A6)

which are valid for all p and q. Solve for I+m (z). Using the relations from (A6) and restricting
to the equation for I+m (z), the second line of Equation (A4) becomes
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∑i(σi/gi)gi (I−i (z) + ci) + ∑i(σi/gi)gi (I+i (z) + ci)

gm (I+m (z) + cm)
× d

dz
(

I+m (z) + cm
)

= −∑
i

σi
gi

d
dz
(

I−i (z) + cm
)
+ ∑

i

σi
gi

d
dz
(

I+i (z) + cm
) (A7)

The last line of Equation (A7) is easily integrated from z = 0 to z = L to obtain

∑
i

σi
gi

[
I−i (0)− I−i (L)

]
+ ∑

i

σi
gi

[
I+i (L)− I+i (0)

]
. (A8)

The solution for I+m is, then,

I+m (L) = I+m (0) Gm +
β Bm N
gmN

(Gm − 1) (A9)

with

Gm = exp

(
gmN L− gm

{
∑i(σi/gi)

[
I+i (L)− I+i (0) + I−i (0)− I−i (L)

]}
S− 2 ∑i σi β Bi N/(giN )

)
(A10)

as the single-pass gain.
If σi > gi, the output power will be reduced, as compared to the case σi = gi, provided

that the gain is saturated. This would reduce the differential quantum efficiency [10] and
might be a simple way to incorporate some scattering or absorption loss in the model.

With N = N − α S, one could envision an increase for I±m (z) per dz of ±gm (N −
α S) I±m (z)dz/(S + σ I) from stimulated events and an increase from spontaneous emission
per dz of ±β Bm N dz/(S + σ I), where α is an attenuation coefficient and (S + σ I) is a
short hand for the saturation denominator of Equation (3) or Equation (A1). The net effect
of an α > 0 is to delay the threshold to a larger value for the pumping rate N and to increase
the amount of spontaneous emission as compared to α = 0 [9,10]. N different than N and
σi 6= gi would thus incorporate some effects of a non-zero lower-level population [9] and/or
a scattering loss [10]. The increase of spontaneous emission for an increase of threshold is
important in understanding the spectral output of homogeneously broadened lasers.

The total power is calculated as the sum over all modes involved in the simulation.
The differential quantum efficiency (DQE) is obtained as the slope of the total power with
respect to the pumping rate N [10].
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